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ABSTRACT

We present a logi -based formalism for modeling of dialogues
between intelligent and autonomous software agents, building on a theory of abstra t dialogue games whi h we present.
The formalism enables representation of omplex dialogues
as sequen es of moves in a ombination of dialogue games,
and allows dialogues to be embedded inside one another.
The formalism an be readily operationalized and its modular nature enables di erent types of dialogues to be represented.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Autonomous intelligent software agents have be ome a
powerful paradigm in modern omputer s ien e. In this
paradigm, dis rete software entities | autonomous agents
| intera t to a hieve individual or group obje tives, on the
basis of possibly di erent sets of assumptions, beliefs, preferen es and obje tives. For instan e, agents may negotiate
the pur hase of goods or servi es from other agents, or seek
information from them, or ollaborate with them to a hieve
some ommon task, su h as management of a tele ommuni ations network. Re ently, argumentation theory, the formal study of argument and dialogue, has been proposed for
modeling agent intera tions, for example by Parsons and
Jennings [8℄, Reed [10℄ and Sy ara [12℄.
Reed's work built on an in uential model of human dialogues due to argumentation theorists Doug Walton and
Erik Krabbe [14℄, and we also take their dialogue typology
as our starting point. Walton and Krabbe set out to analyze the on ept of ommitment in dialogue, so as to \provide on eptual tools for the theory of argumentation" [14,
page ix℄. This led to a fo us on persuasion dialogues, and
their work presents formal models for su h dialogues. In
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attempting this task, they re ognized the need for a hara terization of dialogues, and so they present a broad typology for inter-personal dialogue. They make no laims for its
omprehensiveness.
Their ategorization identi es six primary types of dialogues and three mixed types. The ategorization is based
upon: rstly, what information the parti ipants ea h have at
the ommen ement of the dialogue (with regard to the topi
of dis ussion); se ondly, what goals the individual parti ipants have; and, thirdly, what goals are shared by the parti ipants, goals we may view as those of the dialogue itself.
As de ned by Walton and Krabbe, the six primary dialogue
types are (re-ordered from [14℄):
Information-Seeking Dialogues: One parti ipants seeks
the answer to some question(s) from another parti ipant, who is believed by the rst to know the answer(s).
Inquiry Dialogues: The parti ipants ollaborate to answer some question or questions whose answers are not
known to any one parti ipant.
Persuasion Dialogues: One party seeks to persuade another party to adopt a belief or point-of-view he or she
does not urrently hold. These dialogues begin with
one party supporting a parti ular statement whi h the
other party to the dialogue does not, and the rst seeks
to onvin e the se ond to adopt the proposition. The
se ond party may not share this obje tive.
Negotiation Dialogues: The parti ipants bargain over the
division of some s ar e resour e in a way a eptable
to all, with ea h individual party aiming to maximize
his or her share. The goal of the dialogue may be in
on i t with the individual goals of ea h of the parti ipants.1
Deliberation Dialogues: Parti ipants ollaborate to deide what ourse of a tion to take in some situation.
Parti ipants share a responsibility to de ide the ourse
of a tion, and either share a ommon set of intentions
or a willingness to dis uss rationally whether they have
shared intentions.
Eristi Dialogues: Parti ipants quarrel verbally as a substitute for physi al ghting, with ea h aiming to win
1
Note that this de nition of Negotiation is that of Walton and
Krabbe. Arguably negotiation dialogues may involve other issues besides the division of s ar e resour es.

the ex hange. We in lude Eristi dialogues here for
ompleteness, but we do not dis uss them further.
Most a tual dialogues | both human and agent | involve mixtures of these dialogue types, rather than being
pure instan es. A pur hase transa tion, for example, may
ommen e with a request from a potential buyer for information from a seller, pro eed to a persuasion dialogue, where
the seller seeks to persuade the potential buyer of the importan e of some feature of the produ t, and then transition
to a negotiation, where ea h party o ers to give up something he or she desires in return for something else. The two
parties may or may not be aware of the di erent nature of
their dis ussions at ea h phase, or of the transitions between
phases. Indeed, even this three-phase des ription may be an
idealization, as sub-dialogues may be embedded (to use the
terminology of [14℄) in ea h di erent dialogue, for example
when further information is requested by either party in the
midst of the negotiation phase.
Our aim in this paper is to provide a formal framework,
motivated by game logi [7℄, for representing the ve kinds
of dialogue identi ed by Walton and Krabbe, as well as dialogues about dialogues.
2.

DIALOGUE GAMES

Re ent work in the philosophy of argumentation and in
Arti ial Intelligen e has undertaken to develop formal models of dialogues, a dis ipline known as omputational diale ti s. Walton and Krabbe follow their typology with formal
models of persuasion dialogues [14℄ and similar models have
found appli ation in arti ial intelligen e [1, 9℄.
A standard approa h to this task is the use of dialoguegames, following the work of Hamblin [3℄ and Ma Kenzie [4℄.
This approa h de nes a dialogue game between two or more
players in terms of various game rules. For instan e, Amgoud and her olleagues [1℄ provide a syntax for negotiation
dialogues between two agents, based upon Ma Kenzie's Dialogue Game DC [4℄. This syntax enables the presentation of
o ers and ounter-o ers (formulae in some logi al language)
between the agents, along with arguments whi h support or
ontest these various o ers. The formalism de nes pre isely
the proto ol for when and how su h arguments may be presented by a parti ipant, and how they should be handled
by another parti ipant re eiving them. The formalism an
therefore be readily operationalized in a omputer system
for agent negotiations.
Abstra ting from the rules for any one game | an abstra tion we might refer to as the meta-theory of dialogue
formalization | we an identify several types of dialogue
game rules, as follows. We assume that the issues of dis ussion between the agents an be represented in some logi al
language, whose well-formed formulae are denoted by the
lower- ase Roman letters, p, q, r, et .
Commen ement Rules: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under whi h the dialogue ommen es.
Lo utions: Rules whi h indi ate what utteran es are permitted. Typi ally, legal lo utions permit parti ipants
to assert propositions, permit others to question or
ontest prior assertions, and permit those asserting
propositions whi h are subsequently questioned or ontested to justify their assertions. Justi ations may involve the presentation of a proof of the proposition or

an argument for it, and su h presentations may also be
legal utteran es. In multi-agent system appli ations of
dialogue games (e.g. [1℄), it is ommon to impose rationality onditions on utteran es, for example allowing
agents to assert statements only when they themselves
have a prior argument or proof from their own knowledge base. The dialogue game rules may also permit
parti ipants to utter propositions to whi h they assign
di ering degrees of ommitment, for example: one may
merely propose a proposition, a spee h a t whi h entails less ommitment
than would an assertion of the
same proposition.2
Combination Rules: Rules whi h de ne the dialogi al ontexts under whi h parti ular lo utions are permitted
or not, or obligatory or not. For instan e, it may not
be permitted for a parti ipant to assert a proposition
p and subsequently the proposition :p in the same
dialogue, without in the interim having retra ted the
former assertion. Similarly, assertion of a proposition
by a parti ipant may oblige that parti ipant to defend
it following ontestation by other parti ipants.
Commitments: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es under whi h parti ipants express ommitment to a proposition. Typi ally, assertion of a laim p in the debate
is de ned as indi ating to the other parti ipants some
level of ommitment to, or support for, the laim. In a
negotiation dialogue, for example, assertion of an o er
may express a willingness to undertake a transa tion
on the terms ontained in the o er. However, depending on the rules of the game, ommitment may express
merely that the speaker has an argument for p, and
this is not ne essarily the same as belief or intention.
Termination Rules: Rules whi h de ne the ir umstan es
under whi h the dialogue ends.
As mentioned above, Walton and Krabbe [14℄ presented
formal models for persuasion dialogues. No formal models
yet exist for the other dialogues in the typology of the previous sub-se tion. Although the task of formalizing these different dialogue types is in omplete, it should be possible to
de ne a formal dialogue-game model for any rule-governed
dialogue. In the next Se tion, we present an abstra t formalism for any dialogue game, based on these elements.
Given su h formal models of ea h dialogue type, how do
we then represent onversations whi h onsist of multiple
types? The only proposal known to us is that of Chris Reed
[10℄, who has proposed a formalism alled Dialogue Frames.
Building on the Walton and Krabbe typology, a Dialogue
Frame is de ned as a 4-tuple, where the rst element of
the tuple identi es the type of dialogue; the se ond element,
the obje t of the dialogue (a belief, an a tion-plan, a salesontra t, et ); the third element, the topi of the dialogue
(understood as an element of some database related to the
obje t); and the fourth element, the sequen e of utteran es
made by the parties to the dialogue. Utteran es are assumed
taken from some di tionary agreed between the parti ipants,
along with arguments for these. Utteran es an also in lude
requests to swit h to a di erent dialogue type, and, if agreed
2
For example, propositions with impli itly di erent levels of ommitment may be presented in the dialogue games of [14℄; degrees of
ommitment are expressed expli itly in the system of [5℄.

by the parti ipants, the new dialogue then ontinues until
ompleted or until a swit h to another type o urs. Hen e,
this formalism permits the fun tional embedding of di erent
dialogue types, as o urs in real dialogues.
However, the fourth element of Reed's Dialogue Frame tuples present re ords of a dialogue (real or hypotheti al), in
terms of legal utteran es. The representation does not spe ify the form of su h utteran es, nor the rules whi h govern
their formation and issuan e; the formalism, although admirably exible, is des riptive and not generative. Thus,
Dialogue Frames are analogous to tape-re ordings of human
onversations, rather than to the rules of syntax and dialogue used by the speakers in the onversations re orded.
We seek a formalism whi h an represent su h rules of syntax and dialogue | in our ase, the formal dialogue game
rules for ea h type of dialogue | as well as representing
the nesting of one dialogue inside another. The next se tion
presents our formalism for this representation.
3.

FORMAL DIALOGUE FRAMEWORKS

In this Se tion, we present a hierar hi al formalism for
agent dialogues whi h has three levels. At the lowest level
are the topi s whi h are the subje ts of dialogues. At the
next level are the dialogues | information-seeking, inquiry,
et | whi h we represent by means of dialogue games.
At the highest level we represent ontrol dialogues, where
agents de ide whi h dialogues to enter, if any. Our motivation for this stru ture is the Game Logi of Rohit Parikh
[7℄, whi h was developed for representing and studying the
formal properties of games in multi-game ontexts.
We assume throughout this Se tion that dialogues are being undertaken by agents from a set denoted A, whose individual members are denoted by lower- ase Roman letters,
a, b, , et . We further assume that the agents involved are
(or represent) reasonable, onsenting parti ipants in the dialogues. This assumption means that no parti ular dialogue
may ommen e without the onsent of all those agents parti ipating. This is an assumption not shared by Game Logi ,
whi h sometimes permits one player to hoose the type of
game to be played. We do assume, however, that the parti ipating agents have agreed to join the ontrol-level dialogue.
Another impli ation of the assumption that the agents are
onsenting and reasonable is that no agent may be for ed to
agree to a proposition or statement.
3.1 Topic layer

Topi s are matters under dis ussion by the parti ipating
agents, and we assume that they an be represented in a
suitable logi L with de ned onne tives. Topi s are denoted by the (possibly-indexed) lower- ase Roman letters p,
q , r, et . We assume that all the matters of interest to the
parti ipating agents an be represented by well-formed formulae in this logi al language. Note that L may be a modal
language, with, for example, temporal modalities.

3.2 Dialogue layer

At the next level in the hierar hy we model parti ular
types of dialogues, using the meta-theory of formal dialogue games presented in Se tion 2. We examine ea h of
the omponents of this theory in turn. Firstly, we onsider
Commen ement Rules. Be ause our agents are onsenting
parti ipants, a dialogue of a spe i type annot ommen e
without the agreement of all those involved. Su h agreement

may itself only be rea hed after a dialogue on erning the
desirability or otherwise of ondu ting su h a dialogue on
the spe i ed topi at that parti ular time. For this reason,
we model the ommen ement rules by means of their own
dialogue, the Commen ement Dialogue, whi h we des ribe
when presenting the Control Layer in the next subse tion.
Lo utions are legal dialogue moves made by dialogue parti ipants regarding the dis ussion topi s, within a parti ular
dialogue game. Su h moves may in lude assertions, ontestations, justi ations, et , and we denote them by lower- ase
Greek letters, , , et . Be ause in most dialogue games
these moves refer to parti ular topi s, we sometimes write
(p) for a move  whi h on erns dis ussion topi p. For
any dialogue game G, the set of legal lo utions is denoted
by G , or by  when only one game is under onsideration. We assume that every dialogue game has a legal loution whi h proposes that parti ipants interrupt the urrent dialogue and return to the Control Layer. This lo ution an be made by any parti ipant at any time, and is
an example of a metalinguisti utteran e alled a Point of
Order by Hamblin [3, p. 284℄. We denote this by PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL. Any debate over whether or
not to undertake this return to the Control Layer is assumed
itself to be undertaken in the Control Layer, sin e it is not
part of any one dialogue type.
Combination Rules de ne whi h lo utions are valid in
whi h di erent dialogi al ir umstan es. Imagine a dialogue
whi h pro eeds through su essive utteran es, whi h we may
all rounds, numbered 1, 2, 3, : : : . We ould think, therefore, of a dialogue as a (possibly in nite) subset of the set
: : :: : : . However, the Combination rules spe ify
that not all possible utteran es are valid in every round of
the dialogue, or that ertain utteran es are required at ertain rounds.
Suppose then, for ea h round k we de ne the
set M k to be that subset of utteran es  whi h are valid under the ombination rules at round k. Then the ombination
rules may be thought of as relations whi h de ne the valid
utteran es at round k on the basis of those utteran es valid
in previous rounds. In other words, ea h ombination rule
an be onsidered as a fun tion R from  : : :  : : :
to , whi h maps M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k 1 to M k . In
addition, some ombination rules may spe ify for ea h loution what other lo utions, if any, must have pre eeded it,
for it to be legally uttered. Those lo utions whi h do not
have any su h pre onditions onstitute pre isely the set of
valid lo utions at the rst round of the dialogue, and so we
have a parti ular ombination
relation whi h maps from 
to , and whose image is M 1 . For any dialogueGgame G, we
denote the set the ombination relations by R .
The representation des ribed here aptures di erent types
of ombination rules. For instan e, many dialogue games
(e.g. [5℄) require assertions, when ontested, to be then justi ed by the agent who made the assertion. Thus, the move
asserta(p) made at one round by agent a and then followed
at a subsequent round by the move ontestb (p) made by
agent b obliges agent a to subsequently move justif ya (p).
Su h a ombination rule an be represented
by a set of ombination relations whi
h
map
M1  M2  M3 : : :  Mk 2 
f ontest
b (p)g to M k = fjustif ya (p)g, when asserta(p) 2
M i , for some i = 1; 2; : : : ; k 2. Of ourse, we would also
need to spe ify that the exe ution of ontestb (p) in round
k 1 was also the rst su h ontestation subsequent to the
exe ution of asserta(p) in round i, or that multiple utter-

an es of ontestations of the same proposition are not legal.
We may also model rules whi h de ne Commitments, this
time by means of fun tions similar to truth-valuation fun tions. For ea h agent a 2 A parti ipating in the dialogue we
de ne a's Commitment Fun tion CFa as a fun tion whi h
maps nite subsets of the set M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k  : : :
to subsets of L, by asso iating a set of propositions with
ea h ombination of legal dialogue moves. Those subsets of
L whi h are ontained in the image of CFa are alled Commitment Stores for a.k We denote the restri tion of CFa to
the k-th round by CFa , and the set of possible ommitment
stores of agent a atkround k1, by P2 CSak 3 P(L). kThus P CSak ,
is the image of CFa on M  M  M : : :  M . We denote
the set of ommitment fun tions for dialogue G by CF G .
Finally, we onsider Termination Rules, whi h allow or require the dialogue to end upon a hieving ertain onditions.
For example, a Persuasion Dialogue may end when all those
involved a ept the proposition at issue. Thus we an model
termination rules in a similar fashion to ombination rules,
by means of fun tions T whi h map valid ombinations of
utteran es to the set f0; 1g, where the symbol 1 denotes
the termination of the dialogue and the symbol 0 its ontinuation.
That is, ea h fun tion T maps nite subsets of
M 1  M 2  M 3 : : :  M k  : : : to f0; 1g. For any dialogue
game G, we denote the set of termination relations by T G .
A dialogue may also terminate when all the parti ipants
agree to so terminate it. This may o ur even though the dialogue may not yet have ended, for instan e, when a persuasion dialogue does not result in all the parti ipants a epting
the proposition at issue. As with the Commen ement Dialogue, we an model this with a spe i type of ontrol-level
dialogue, whi h we term the Termination Dialogue. This is
dis ussed at the Control Layer in the next subse tion.
Given a set of parti ipating agents
A, we then de ne a
formal
dialogue
G as a 4-tuple (G ; RG ; T G ; CF G ), where
G is the set of legal lo utions, RG the set of ombination
relations, T G the set of termination relations, and CF G the
set of ommitment fun tions. We omit the supers ript G if
this auses no onfusion.
3.3 Control layer

The ontrol layer seeks to represent the sele tion of spei dialogue types and transition between these types. In
Parikh's Game Logi [7℄, this sele tion is undertaken by one
or other of the parti ipants de iding autonomously, and this
is represented by the game sort. Be ause our appli ation
domain involves onsenting agents, the sele tion of dialoguetype may itself be the subje t of debate and possibly even
negotiation between the agents on erned. Our formalism
therefore needs to represent su h dialogue. As suggested in
the des ription of the Dialogue Layer, we do this by de ning
ertain ontrol dialogues, namely the Commen ement Dialogue and The Termination Dialogue. These an be modelled by formal dialogue games using the same stru ture as
for the dialogues presented in the previous subse tion.
The Control Layer is de ned in terms of the following omponents. We rst de ne a nite set of dialogue-types, alled
Atomi Dialogue-Types, whi h in lude the ve dialogues of
the Walton and Krabbe typology. Atomi Dialogue-types
are denoted by the (possibly indexed) upper ase Roman
letters G, H , J , K , et . To denote a dialogue ondu ted a ording to dialogue-type G and on erning a spe i proposition p, we write G(p). When no onfusion would be aused

we omit the argument and write simply G. We denote the
set of atomi dialogue-types by 0 .
We next de ne Control Dialogues, whi h are dialogues
that have as their dis ussion subje ts not topi s, but other
dialogues, and we an de ne them formally as 4-tuples in the
manner of subse tion 3.2. They in lude the Commen ement
and Termination Dialogues for any dialogue G(p), whi h we
denote by BEGIN (G(p)) and END (G(p)) respe tively, and
the Control Dialogue itself, denoted CONTROL. We denote
the set of ontrol dialogues by CON . If a BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue leads to agreement between the parti ipating agents
to ommen e a G(p) dialogue, then the BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue immediately terminates, and the spe i G(p) dialogue begins. In this ase, from the moment of termination
of BEGIN (G(p)) to the moment following termination of
G(p), the dialogue G(p) is said to be open. Following termination of G(p), G(p) is said to be losed.
Also de ned as dialogues are the following ombinations of
atomi or ontrol dialogues or any legal ombination thereof,
whi h we term Dialogue Combinations :
n
Iteration: If G is a dialogue, then G is that dialogue whi h
onsists of the n-fold repetition of G, ea h o urren e
being undertaken until normal ompletion.
Sequen ing: If G and H are dialogues, then G; H is that
dialogue whi h onsists of undertaking G until its normal ompletion and then immediately undertaking H .
Parallelization: If G and H are dialogues, then G \ H is
that dialogue whi h onsists of undertaking G and H
simultaneously, until both are ompleted normally.3
Embedding: If G and H are both dialogues, and  
M 1  M 2 : : :  G  G : : : is a sequen e of legal
lo utions in G, then G[H j℄ is that dialogue whi h
onsists of undertaking G until  has been exe uted,
and then swit hing immediately to dialogue H whi h
is undertaken until ompletion, whereupon dialogue G
resumes from immediately after the point where it was
interrupted and ontinues until normal ompletion. In
the time between G ommen ing and on luding, dialogue G remains open.
Testing: If p is a w in L, then < p > is a ontrol dialogue
whi h onsists of testing the truth of p. If p is found to
be false then the urrent open dialogue at the lowest
embedded level (or dialogues, if parallel dialogues are
open at the same level) immediately ends; otherwise,
the urrent dialogue (or dialogues) ontinues.
We denote by  the losure of the set 0 [CON under the
dialogue ombination operations de ned here.
We next de ne the rules for ommen ement of the CONTROL dialogue, whi h ommen es pre isely when a parti ipating agent in the set of agents A ommen es the BEGIN
(G(p)) dialogue for some G and p. The BEGIN (G(p)) dialogue ommen es with a lo ution whi h seeks the onsent
of the other parti ipating agents to ommen e a dialogue of
type G over proposition p. Immediately upon exe ution of
this onsent-seeking lo ution, the Control Layer is said to
be open.
3
As an example of parallel dialogues, omplex human inquiries su h
as air- rash investigations are often divided into simpler, parallel subinquiries.

An open Control dialogue terminates pre isely when either4 (i) there are no open dialogues apart from the CONTROL dialogue itself, or (ii) the parti ipating agents all
agree to terminate the CONTROL dialogue, by undertaking
and ompleting an END (CONTROL) dialogue.
These various omponents at the Control level form the
basis for Agent Dialogue Frameworks, whi h we de ne in
the next subse tion.
3.4 Agent dialogue frameworks

We de ne an Agent Dialogue Framework (ADF) as a 5tuple (A; L; 0 ; CON ; ), where A is a set of agents, L
is a logi al language for representation of dis ussion topi s,
0 is a set of atomi dialogue-types, CON a set of Control dialogues and  the losure of 0 [ CON under the
ombination rules presented in the previous subse tion. To
reprise, ea h formal
dialogue in 0 [ CON is de ned as a
4-tuple, G = (GG; RG ; T G ; CF G ), where: G is the set
of
G the
legal lo utions, R the set of ombination
relations,
T
set of termination relations, and CF G the set of ommitment
fun tions of the dialogue type G. In the next two subse tions
we explore some of the formal properties of this framework:
rstly, an the framework be used for automati generation
of dialogues between autonomous agents; and se ondly, the
ir umstan es under whi h dialogues terminate.
3.5 Generating dialogues

The framework we have presented is de ned in terms of
rules of dialogue games and an be used to generate dialogues if we have pro edures whi h ould automati ally
generate ea h of the types of dialogues if and when required.
We examine how this might o ur for ea h of the ve atomi
dialogue types in the Walton and Krabbe typology.
Information-Seeking Dialogues: An agent a may be preprogrammed as follows: If, in the ourse of a dialogue,
a realizes there is some proposition p for whi h it requires, but does not know, the truth-value, then a automati ally seeks permission to ommen e an information-seeking dialogue on erning p. Any other agent
who knows the truth-value of p an be programmed
to agree to su h a dialogue and, within it, to respond
with the appropriate truth-value. If questioned further, b an present the proof of or the argument for p
to a.
Inquiry Dialogues: A similar line of reasoning applies to
inquiry dialogues, ex ept that here agents pool their
knowledge and also potentially their reasoning apabilities (if, for example, they are using logi s with different rules of inferen e).
Persuasion Dialogues: We an imagine that agents a and
b are programmed as follows: If a a epts the truth of
some proposition p and requires that b also a epts its
truth (for example, to support some joint goal they are
ollaborating on), then a may seek onsent for a persuasion dialogue for p. If b already a epts the truth
of p, it then says so to a and the dialogue is qui kly
on luded. If b does not initially a ept the truth of p,
then b should a ept a proof (or an undefeated argument) for p when presented by a, provided b is rational
4
Note that we are assuming agents do not engage in non- ooperative
or unreasonable behaviour.

and reasonable. Provided a is rational, a should have
su h a proof of (or argument for) p before it believed
p to be true.
Negotiation Dialogues: In Walton and Krabbe's de nition, negotiation dialogues arise when agents wish to
divide a s ar e resour e between themselves. If divisions of the resour e an be quanti ed, and if ea h
agent has knowledge of their own utilities with regard
to these possible divisions, and the utilities are partially ordered, then a ake- utting algorithm, su h as
that des ribed by Parikh [7, Se tion 5℄, ould be used
to generate agent lo utions. Note that one agent's utilities need not be known to the other agents, and the
utilities of di erent agents need not be ommensurate.
Deliberation Dialogues: A deliberation dialogue an be
initiated automati ally whenever an agent believes that
the group of agents needs to jointly de ide on a ourse
of a tion. And, if a proposal for a tion is presented by
some agent on e inside su h a dialogue, this proposal
ould be onsidered rationally by ea h of the other
agents (assuming as before they have partially-ordered
utilities with respe t to the features of the proposal,
and assuming ea h agent knows its own utilities). Thus
a proposal ould be dis ussed inside the dialogue, and
revisions proposed, based on the individual-agent utilities of ea h proposal.
Thus ea h of the atomi dialogue types an be generated,
and as a result it is possible to generate all dialogue-types,
by simple inspe tion of the Dialogue Combination Rules presented in Se tion 3.3.
3.6 Dialogue termination

Under what ir umstan es does a dialogue terminate? In
exploring this question, we an distinguish between two types
of termination. Regular termination o urs when a dialogue
a hieves its obje tives, for example when all parties to a
Persuasion Dialogue are persuaded to a ept or ommit to
the proposition at issue. Amgoud and olleagues [1℄ de ned
what onstitutes su h termination for ea h of the ve Walton and Krabbe dialogue-types, where these dialogues are
instantiated with Ma Kenzies's game DC [4℄ and a standard argumentation model. In ea h ase, regular termination may be onsidered to o ur on e spe i formulae
are ontained in the Commitment Stores of some or all of
the parti ipants. In a Persuasion Dialogue, for example,
a proposition p will be a epted by ea h of the parti ipants
with the utteran e of a spe i lo ution, su h as Assert(p) or
A ept(p); the Commitment rules will then spe ify the insertion of proposition p into the respe tive ommitment stores.
Thus, asking the question: \Will a dialogue of Type T onerning a proposition p terminate?" is equivalent to asking:
\Is there a nite integer k su h that the formulae p an be
found in the appropriate ommitment store(s) for agents engaged in dialogue-type T after round k?". The question of

regular termination thus be omes one of satis ability.
However, be ause we are modeling dialogues in whi h parti ipants may enter and or leave any dialogue at any time,
a spe i dialogue may terminate before its obje tives have
been a hieved. For example, an agent may be engaged in
simultaneous pur hase negotiations with multiple vendors
for the same produ t, as in the air raft pur hase example

of [13, Ch. 8℄; one of these negotiations may a hieve regular termination before the others do, and so the agent onerned ould summarily terminate those others. We may
refer to su h termination as Irregular termination. One way
to apture this would be introdu e a dummy topi formula,
indexed by the dialogue type and the topi , whi h is inserted
into an agent's ommitment store for a dialogue whenever
that agent agrees to ommen e that dialogue. If the agent
subsequently de ides to exit the dialogue, this variable is
withdrawn from the ommitment store. Irregular termination an thereby also be seen as a satis ability problem.
The more interesting question regarding termination is
under what onditions are dialogues guaranteed to terminate. Here, various assumptions regarding the nature of the
agents involved in the dialogue will be important, e.g. that
they are rational, well-intended, non-whimsi al, et ; this is
the subje t of further resear h by the authors.
4.

EXAMPLE

We illustrate the framework with a dialogue between a
potential buyer and a potential seller of used motor ars.
The example shows how a dialogue may evolve as information is sought and obtained by one or other party, and how
dialogues may be embedded in one another. For ease of understanding, we write the example in a narrative form, annotating the dialogue moves whenever a sub-dialogue opens
or loses. The two parti ipants, a Potential Buyer and a
Potential Seller, are denoted by B and S respe tively.
B: BEGIN(INFOSEEK(New ar pur hase))
Potential Buyer B requests ommen ement of an information-seeking dialogue regarding pur hase of a se ondhand ar. The CONTROL Dialogue opens.

S:

AGREE(INFOSEEK(New ar pur hase))

Potential Seller S agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 opens.
B:

REQUEST(Cars,Models)

B asks what ars and models S has available, using legal
lo utions in the INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue.
S:

PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL

Return to CONTROL Dialogue.
B:
S:
S

B:
B

AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)
BEGIN(INFOSEEK(Budget))
requests ommen ement of an Information-Seeking dialogue regarding the budget B has available.

AGREE(INFOSEEK(Budget))
agrees. INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 opens,
embedded in 1.

REQUEST(Budget)
B: Budget = $ 8000.
S:

INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 2 loses. Return to
INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1.

S:

(Cars, Models) = f(Mazda, MX3), (Mazda, MX5), (Toyota, MR2)g

INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 1 loses. Return to
CONTROL Dialogue.
S:
S

B:

BEGIN(INFOSEEK((Pur hase Criteria))
requests Information-Seeking dialogue over
riteria.

B's

pur hase

AGREE(INFOSEEK((Pur hase Criteria))

INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 opens.

REQUEST(Pur hase Criteria)
B: Pur hase Criterion 1 = Pri e, Pur hase Criterion 2 =
Mileage, Pur hase Criterion 3 = Age

S:

INFORMATION-SEEKING Dialogue 3 loses. Return to
CONTROL Dialogue.
S:

S

B:

BEGIN(PERSUASION(Make);
PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);
PERSUASION(Number of Owners))
requests a sequen e of three Persuasion dialogues over
the pur hase riteria Make, Condition of the Engine,
and Number of Owners.

AGREE(PERSUASION(Make);
PERSUASION(Condition of Engine);
PERSUASION(Number of Owners))

PERSUASION Dialogue 1 in the sequen e of three opens.

Argues that \Make" is the most important pur hase riterion, within any budget, be ause a typi al ar of one
Make may remain in better ondition than a typi al
ar of another Make, even though older.
B: A epts this argument.
S:

PERSUASION Dialogue 1 loses upon a eptan e of the
proposition by B. PERSUASION Dialogue 2 opens.

Argues that that \Condition of Engine" is the next most
important pur hase riterion.
B: Does not a ept this. Argues that he annot tell the
engine ondition of any ar without pulling it apart.
Only S, as the Seller, is able to tell this. Hen e, B must
use \Mileage" in pla e of for \Condition of Engine."
S:

PERSUASION Dialogue 2 loses with neither side hanging their views: B does not a ept \Condition of Engine" as the se ond riterion, and S does not a ept
\Mileage" as the se ond riterion. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 opens.

Argues that the next most important pur hase riterion
is \Number of Owners."
B: Argues that \Mileage" and \Age" are more important
than \Number of Owners."
S: Argues that \Number of Owners" is important be ause
owners who keep their ars for a long time tend to are
for them more than owners who hange ars frequently.
S:

B:

PROPOSE RETURN CONTROL

Return to CONTROL Dialogue.

AGREE(RETURN CONTROL)
B: BEGIN(NEGOTIATION(Pur hase riteria)
S: AGREE(NEGOTIATION(Pur hase riteria)
S:

NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 (embedded in PERSUASION
Dialogue 3) opens.
B:

S:

Says he will a ept \Number of Owners" as the third
pur hase riterion in pla e of \Age" if S a epts \Mileage" in pla e of \Condition of Engine" as the se ond.
Agrees.

NEGOTIATION Dialogue 1 loses. PERSUASION Dialogue 3 resumes and loses immediately. Return to
CONTROL Dialogue.

One feature of this example is that it shows a Negotiation
Dialogue embedded in a Persuasion Dialogue, an embedding
not everyone onsiders valid (e.g. [14℄). We believe that
the desirability of parti ular ombinations of dialogue-types
should be a matter for the parti ipants to the dialogues to
de ide at the time of the dialogue. The formalism we have
presented here enables su h de isions to be made.
5.

A GAME-THEORETIC SEMANTICS

In this se tion, we present a semanti s for the ve di erent types of dialogues based on the notion of abstra t games.
Thus our approa h is in the game-theoreti tradition asso iated with Jaako Hintikka, but whi h is in reasingly applied
in arti ial intelligen e, e.g. [9℄. We assume as above an underlying logi al language, whose well-formed formulae are
denoted by lower- ase Roman letters, p, q, et . For ea h
su h w , p, we asso iate a game between two players, V
(for Veri er ) and F (for Falsi er ), whi h we label G(p).
We assign p the value \true" if and only if there is a winning strategy for V in the game G(p). What is meant by
a winning strategy may be de ned di erently for di erent
types of games or for di erent appli ation domains. For example, a winning strategy may be that V is able to provide a
dedu tive proof for p in the logi al language on erned. By
ontrast, in argumentation-based games a winning strategy
may be de ned as the apability of V to provide a set of arguments for p whi h defend themselves against all ontestations possibly arti ulated by F , e.g. [1, 9℄. The argumentation de nition is analogous to the ondu t of real-world legal
pro eedings, where laims are a epted as true if and only if
they survive attempts to defeat them in validly- onstituted
and appropriately- ondu ted legal forums.
With this understanding of \truth", we provide a gametheoreti interpretation of ea h of the ve dialogue types
of Walton and Krabbe. For simpli ity, we assume ea h dialogue is undertaken by two agents, denoted a and b; the
general ase is an obvious extension. We also assume that
both agents a ept this game-theoreti semanti s.
Information-Seeking Dialogues: a asks b the truth-status
of some proposition p. The proposition will be true i
V has a winning strategy in the game G(p). Whether
or not V has su h a strategy in G(p) is a fa t unknown
to a, but may be known to b.

a and b both seek to know the truthstatus of p. As for the previous dialogue, p will be true
i V has a winning strategy in the game G(p). Neither
agent knows at the outset of the dialogue whether V
has su h a strategy, but together they may be able to
determine if this is the ase.
Persuasion Dialogues: a seeks to persuade b of the truth
of p. Here, a believes that p is true and hen e that V
has a winning strategy in the game G(p). Agent b is
not able to show this at the outset of the dialogue. If a
an onvin e b that V does have su h a strategy, then
(be ause b a epts the game-theoreti semanti s), b
will then a ept the truth of p. Note that a may believe
that V has a winning strategy without being able to
exhibit that strategy, for example if its proof of the
existen e of the winning strategy is non- onstru tive.
Agent b may or may not a ept su h proofs.
Negotiation Dialogues: a and b seek to divide some s ar e
resour e between them. Wooldridge and Parsons [15℄
propose a general framework for representation of multiagent negotiations in logi al languages, in whi h the
two agents make su essive o ers and ounter-o ers in
a sequen e of n moves:
(p1a; p1b ; p2a ; p2b ; : : : ; pna ; pnb )
Here, pkj represents the o er made by Agent j in move
k.5 Su ess in su h a negotiation o urs when pn
a ,
pn
b , where , denotes logi al equivalen e in the underlying language L. Our game theoreti interpretation
is that su ess is a hieved after n moves when V has
a winning strategy in the game G(pna , pnb ).
Deliberation Dialogues: Agents a and b seek to de ide a
ourse of a tion in some situation. These dialogues an
be represented in a similar fashion
to negotiation dialogues, where the statements pkj denotes the proposal
for a tion made by Agent j in round k. As with negotiation dialogues, su ess is a hieved after n moves
when
n
V has a winning strategy in the game G(pn
a , pb ).
As mentioned above, this semanti interpretation of dialogues is in terms of abstra t games. We have not identied the nature of the games G(p), nor de ned the winning
strategies in these games. It is possible that both games and
strategies may di er by dialogue-type and seem likely to be
domain dependent. Provided the parti ipants agree on the
parti ular instantiations appropriate to their domain, there
is no problem with this level of abstra tion.
Inquiry Dialogues:

6. DISCUSSION

The major ontribution of this paper has been to develop
a formal and potentially-generative language for dialogues
between autonomous agents whi h admits di erent types of
dialogues. Abstra ting from re ent work in philosophy and
arti ial intelligen e developing formal dialogue games, we
have proposed a meta-theory of su h dialogue games, and
used this as the basis of our Agent Dialogue Framework.
A se ond ontribution of this paper has been to provide a
5

Note that there may be other legal utteran es besides o ers and
ounter-o ers, for instan e, questions regarding o ers, and justi ations for them. Hen e, the moves listed here may only be a subset of
all the rounds of a negotiation dialogue.

simple game-theoreti semanti s for ea h of these dialogue
types. Note that designers of multi-agent systems whi h
support dialogues between agents have used slightly di erent terminology to that presented here. Noriega and Sierra
[6℄, for example, all formal dialogue games institutions and
all ombinations of lo utions dialogi al frameworks. Their
de nitions permit the legal lo utions to di er from one agent
to another, as in a marketpla e where di erent parti ipants
may play di erent roles, e.g. buyers, sellers, au tioneers,
et . The same is true of the subsequent re nement of their
model presented in [11℄, although here the term dialogi al
framework refers to a broader on ept, loser to our use
of dialogue game. In both ases, however, the intention of
the work was to provide a formal representational framework for agents undertaking negotiation dialogues, de ned
broadly to in lude information-seeking and persuasion lo utions; neither framework enables representation or embedding of di erent types of dialogue. The work of Dignum and
olleagues [2℄ uses formal models of dialogues to represent
team-formation by agents in o-operative problem solving
ontexts. This work does allow embedding of some dialogues
within others, although not in a generi way.
We see a number of advantages of the Agent Dialogue
Framework to represent agent dialogues. Firstly, the formalism provides a single, unifying framework for representing disparate types of dialogue, in luding the dialogues in
the typology of Walton and Krabbe [14℄. Although most
work to date in agent intera tions has involved some form
of negotiation, other types of dialogue are arguably as important to the development of full agent so ieties. Indeed,
as shown above, many negotiations may involve other types
of dialogues. Se ondly, the use of an expli it representation
for the dialogue-type in the ADF means that the nature of
the urrent dialogue being undertaken is always known to
the parti ipants. This is not always evident in human onversations, and mu h disagreement may be due to misunderstandings of the nature of the dialogue being undertaken
[14℄. Thirdly, the ADF formalism is modular, so that other
dialogue types may be inserted readily into the framework.
Similarly, our formalism permits in orporation of spe ialized sub-types of dialogues, for instan e, publi poli y debates over environmental risk assessment; these omprise a
omplex ombination of aspe ts of inquiry, persuasion, deliberation and negotiation dialogues in a spe ialized domain.
These three advantages are also features of Reed's Dialogue Frames [10℄. However, a fourth advantage, not shared
by Dialogue Frames, is that the ADF an be used to generate dialogues. Also, be ause it is based on a meta-theory of
dialogue-games, the ADF enables us to use the re ent work
in omputational diale ti s in designing su h games. A nal
advantage arises from the use of a logi al formalism, whi h
permits us to study the formal properties of these systems,
for example, their omputational omplexity as in [15℄. The
issue of parti ipant strategies in dialogue games is another
area potentially amenable to formal analysis.
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